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Introduction
Thank you for downloading this joint research report by UPCEA and Chmura Economics & Analytics. Our
collective mission is to help our constituents anticipate occupational and economic changes, ultimately
helping to bring better educational offerings to society. This report illustrates a number of major
occupational shifts in technology, healthcare, and other industries, and their impact on higher education.
While new occupational categories are certain to arise, and existing ones may change, UPCEA and
Chmura hope to shed greater light on this complex topic.
The U.S. is at a unique period in time. An aging Baby Boomer population, the unique dynamics related to
maturing Millennial and Generation Z learners, technological advances, and shifting labor needs are
rapidly changing the economic and occupational landscape. Taking these factors into consideration, and
coupling them with the country’s deeply-rooted four-year degree model, will challenge many institutions
to adopt or consider new or alternative educational models.

A Generational Perspective
No discussion of the changing landscape of higher education would be complete without addressing the
shifting socioeconomic and cultural landscape. Millennials are now the largest generation in the labor
force.1 More than a third of American workers are Millennials (defined as adults 18-34). Close on their
heels is Generation Z (those born 1996 and after) who are already beginning to make their mark in the
workforce. Each generation—from the Baby Boomers to Generation Z—had/has different expectations
for their educational experiences. Where Boomers and Generation X were traditionalists, Millennials and
Gen Z are non-traditional, seeking different learning methodologies and pathways.
In a June, 2017 UPCEA and Blackboard joint report,2 researchers found that younger learners (18-35) are
not using their degrees in their jobs, leading them to question the value of their education. These
respondents also indicated a greater interest in educational, professional and skill-based certificates or
badges, seminars and other short-term learning options. Feedback showed that Millennials who did not
attend or left school early cited more important obligations, high costs, and the lack of financial aid.
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Many Boomers are beginning to retire, leaving vacancies in the job market, creating workforce changes,
and shifting economic power to younger generations. The up-and-coming workforce is much more costconscious as education becomes more expensive, student debt reaches record highs (the average Class of
2016 graduate has more than $37,000 in student loan debt3), and they face greater personal demands.
Generation Z learners are digital natives, socially aware, and both globally- and family-focused, interested
in on-demand access to information, fiercely entrepreneurial, and very concerned about accumulating
student debt and the prospect of being employed. Some of their parents lost their jobs in the 2008
recession, leaving them wary of company loyalty and interested in self-employment. They are interested
in pursuing early professional experience and though they value education, they prefer a self-directed
digital model.4

Non-Degrees & the Rise of Alternative Credentialing
Though alternative credentialing in the form of certificates, short-term courses, licensing, badges and
micro-credentialing has been around for some time, mainstream adoption is a relatively new
phenomenon, reflecting student demand, increased engagement with business communities, and the
additional revenue stream it provides to universities and colleges.
Alternative credentials have been a staple of for-profit education providers looking for rapid student turn
over, but it is rapidly gaining a foothold in more traditional higher educational institutions both to address
the needs of students interested in fast and portable evidence of learning, and for the financial benefits
they bring to the institution. These diverse credentials provide higher education with the opportunity to
partner with local business and industry groups and professional associations to meet the training needs
of a specific population in a geographic region.
Alternative credentials are a less expensive alternative to degrees for both providers and students. Adult
learners are choosing to forego the traditional four-year degree model for a number of reasons, but much
of it has to do with economic concerns: as course and program fees soar, student debt is rising, leaving
many students questioning the value of a conventional degree. Weak wage growth, low interest rates,
growing income inequality, and globalization5 have all contributed to economic uncertainty that filters
down to the individual student’s purchasing decisions for large ticket items like degrees. Instead they are
looking to less time- and cost-intensive educational options.
While students are opting out of the traditional four-year degree because of its high price tag, schools are
taking advantage of many of the new technologies developed as a result of investments in edtech over
the last decade. Non-credit offerings can also be developed quickly, responding to local or regional
employer needs (internal employee professional development) or skills gaps. These non-traditional
options may appeal more to cost-conscious learners interested in developing a specific skill set, preparing
for a shift in careers, or seeking credentials to stack with existing degrees for professional distinction. A
2014 study6 by the U.S. Census Bureau found that 30% of the adult population possesses an alternative
credential, often taking advantage of competency-based digital badge series or certificates in a marketdriven area of study.
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Detailed Findings: Awards
One key indicator that higher education must pursue a proactive approach to educational options for the
adult learner is that the U.S. is seeing a drop in higher education enrollment rates despite higher high
school graduation rates.7 Similarly, award data from the last five years indicates a growing interest in
certificate programs linked to the most in-demand occupations. Certificate awards expanded faster (16%)
than associate’s degrees, four-year awards, and postgraduate awards for the years 2010-2015. This
finding supports earlier research conducted by UPCEA and Pearson3 showing growth in alternative
credentialing.
The number of associate’s degrees awarded rose 14%, while bachelor’s and post-baccalaureate degrees
rose 13%, and postgraduate awards grew 5%. Certificates of less than one year jumped 19% over this
period, as did certificates of more than one year but less than two years. However, certificates of two
years but less than four years declined by 25%.8 The UPCEA/Pearson research showed that in 2016, a
significant amount of alternative credentialing activity was being conducted by larger, more resourced
institutions. The study also showed that in 2017, smaller institutions began offering alternative
credentials.
For several years, private sector players like Udemy, Udacity, edX, Coursera, LinkedIn, and scores of
privately-led accelerated coding bootcamps controlled the lion’s share of the talent development and
skills progression in alternative credentialing through MOOCs and other online programs. The online
hospitality service company Airbnb even started its own university to teach its employees data science.9
While these organizations stepped in to meet the need for lower cost/faster turnaround education, none
of these private providers have been able to
Figure 1: Awards of Certificates Outpaced Other Awards (2010-2015)
offer accreditation for their alternative
credentials. Now that certificates, badges and
other non-degree credentials have earned
greater acceptance, accredited higher
education institutions may be better able to
adapt and provide this missing element to
adult learners.
Many schools are responding by offering fasttrack, non-degree courses that get trained
students into the workforce faster, but that can
also be easily scaled back or dismantled when
the supply of workers meets industry need.
The significant first step is identifying those
industries projected to grow quickly, driving
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Examples of certificates of more than two years but less than four include cosmetology, auto technician, airframe mechanics, and registered
nursing.
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demand for occupations and skills, and the education needed to fill those jobs.
Chmura’s JobsEQ® platform has identified high growth areas for the next 10 years in response to specific
social and economic needs.10 For example, healthcare and social assistance (elder care, biotech,
pharmaceutical, home health, rehabilitation care) will grow to accommodate the large numbers of
retiring Baby Boomers and the attrition of employees retiring or moving to new occupations. Similarly,
technological advances and innovations are creating more opportunities in areas as diverse as virtual
reality, video games, drones, and translation and interpretation services.11 Chmura also points out that
replacement demand will play an important role in job growth as new employees take over jobs vacated
by retiring professionals.12

Detailed Findings: Jobs
While many highly-skilled jobs will continue to require a minimum four-year degree, those occupations
that make up the largest part of America’s labor market are often defined as “middle-skill” jobs that
require education beyond high school, but not a four-year degree. Many of these are manufacturing jobs
with companies that discovered offshoring was expensive and managing skilled labor at a distance was
difficult.13 Many traditional colleges and universities are not adequately addressing the economic or
personal student needs in these areas, leaving a skills gap between job availability and accessible training.
Demand for these jobs is strong and expected to remain so through 2024.14
Likewise, employment in the healthcare and social assistance sector and the professional, scientific, and
technical services sector is projected to be some of the fastest growing over the next 10 years. Total
employment in healthcare is projected to grow at an average annual rate of 1.9% over the same period,
while employment in professional services is projected to grow at an annual rate of 1.2%. The top 10
industries driving this growth are all forecast to grow by at least an average annual rate of 2.0%.
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Table 1 – Top 10 Healthcare and Professional Services Industries with the Fastest Employment Growth
Forecasts

Many of the jobs that will need to be filled in these growing sectors typically require a postsecondary
award (such as a certificate, associate’s degree, or higher) to enter, but not all. As shown in the chart
below, only about a quarter of the jobs in residential intellectual and developmental disability, mental
health, and substance abuse facilities typically require a postsecondary non-degree award or higher. In
contrast, nearly 80% of those employed in computer systems design and related services are in jobs that
typically require at least a post-secondary non-degree or higher.
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Figure 2: Percentage of Occupations within Healthcare and Professional Services Industries Typically
Requiring at Least a Postsecondary Non-Degree Award for Entry
Computer Systems Design and Related Services
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Occupations in the top 10 healthcare and professional services industries are forecast to grow at varying
rates. Of the 678 occupations detailed in these industries, 24 account for a significant share of
employment (greater than 1%). Of those, 15 typically require at least a postsecondary non-degree, and 14
are forecast to exceed an average growth rate of 2% over the next 10 years (Table 2).15 Four typically only
require a postsecondary non-degree.

15

Employment of computer programmers is projected to decline due to offshoring. https://www.bls.gov/ooh/computer-and-informationtechnology/computer-programmers.htm#tab-6
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Table 2 – Occupations with the Fastest Projected Employment Growth Within Top 10 Healthcare and Professional
Services Industries
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The awards related to these occupations conferred over the last five academic years reveal trends in
specific occupations. Certificates and four-year awards for computer systems analysts have been
increasing and offsetting recent declines in associate’s degrees—note the relatively slower growth of
awards for associate’s degrees in Table 3.
Similarly, for awards related to software developers, both application and systems, the number of fouryear awards has been increasing steadily since 2010, and related certificates have jumped nearly 75%.
Associate’s degrees, however, have stayed relatively flat in comparison. Some of the largest and fastest
growing certifications include information technology, computer graphics, and computer programming.
Table 3 – Percent Change in Related Awards Conferred, Academic Year 2010 – 2015

While national data provide good insights into demand occupations for the U.S., the type of industries
concentrated in a region will lead to different results for higher education institutions with a smaller
footprint.
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Conclusions
Economic and generational shifts are now bringing about a win-win opportunity for higher education. The
occupations predicted to face the greatest growth, and younger adult learners’ interest in reducing their
education expenses and preference for faster, focused learning, suggest that universities and colleges will
find this the ideal time to make the leap (or expand their offerings) into alternative credentialing. New
tuition revenue streams and the prospect of expanding brand recognition into new markets make
certificates and badges viable, flexible alternatives to traditional four-year degrees in many instances. By
diversifying their offerings (badges, micro-credentialing, asynchronous lectures, etc.) schools can meet
the needs of learners, while also offering a new pathway for professional development for local
businesses and professional and industry groups.

Key Findings and Recommendations


The economy is shifting faster than the educational model.



Despite decades of encouraging all young learners to enroll in four-year colleges, it is now clear
that some need/prefer alternative learning methods.
o

Higher education enrollments are decreasing while enrollments in alternative
credentialing (including certificates, badges, licenses, etc.) and associate’s degrees are on
the rise.

o

Alternative credentialing is an effective way to develop “middle skills” for today’s bluecollar jobs.



Two of the fastest growing fields in the next decade are predicted to be healthcare and
professional services.



Alternative credentialing’s growth is directly tied to its ability to meet the needs of adult learners,
but it also has inherent value for the colleges and universities that choose to embrace it.



Today’s adult learners have different priorities and preferences than past generations—they
want greater flexibility, shorter commitments, more options, and studies that bring value
immediately.



For-profit/private sector entities staked out alternative credentialing early on, but the market is
large enough to accommodate colleges and universities that wish to supply non-degree
programming—and they have the brand recognition, size, and resources to reach larger
populations.
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